165 Features:

- Proven piston, seal & spacer technology
- Modern design enhances consumers perceived value
- Ability to manually cycle valve or start manual regeneration
- Simple electronics. Set time of day, # of people and hardness. If you can set an alarm clock you can program this valve!
- 4-cycle regeneration eliminates unnecessary preliminary rinse and second backwash cycles saving approx. 2,100 gallons of water per year
- Option to adjust cycles. Lower backwash length on clean water and save water. Increase backwash length on problematic water for better performance.
- Optional meter immediate, meter override and calendar clock regeneration modes
- Use as a softener or filter on a variety of sizes (comes with all optional injectors and DLFC’s). Reduced inventory & increased flexibility.
- Space saving bypass with integrated turbine meter
- All valves include pre-installed bypass plus two 3/4” 90 degree elbows and two 1” straight plumbing adapters

The 165 control is the perfect transition valve for those dealers still using inefficient fixed 6-cycle mechanical technology.